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Chapter Concepts 
This chapter discusses the initiating phase of the project life cycle. Based upon this chapter, students will 
become familiar with: 

 How projects are identified and selected 

 A project charter 

 How to outsource projects using a request for proposal 

 The proposal solicitation process 

Learning Outcomes 
After studying this chapter, the learner should be able to: 

 Discuss how projects are identified 

 Explain how projects are prioritized and selected 

 Identify and describe at least eight elements of a project charter 

 Prepare a project charter 

 Prepare a request for proposal 

Project Management Knowledge Areas from PMBOK® Guide 
Concepts in this chapter support the following Project Management Knowledge Areas of 
A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide): 

 Project Integration Management 

 Project Procurement Management 

Teaching Strategies 
1. The first vignette reinforces the need for a systematic approach to identify the project's needs 

and to evaluate data collected from sites. Project identification is the start of the project life cycle. 
Have students describe systematic processes they use for evaluation. 

2. The second vignette reinforces that the need, problem, or opportunity for a project may not 
always be a product that is created; that service plans are a project with a defined end. The 
sponsor needs to have evaluation criteria for evaluation of the project. Have students describe 
when they have suggested a solution for a problem and how the organization or person 
evaluated their suggestions. 

3. Have the students read the case studies in class and answer the questions in groups of three or 
four. Next, select five participants to act out the group activity. This is an excellent way to 
stimulate class discussion and interest. This is a good case study to do right before you lecture 
on this chapter and then again after you lecture on the chapter. The difference in responses 
“before” and “after” will reinforce the topics covered. 

4. Ask your students whether they have ever seen an RFP or written an RFP. 

5. Ask your students to identify situations in the real world that would require an RFP. Ask them to 
describe in detail what the RFP might look like. 

Lecture Notes 

1. Real-World Project Management Examples 

Vignette A: Hornets' Nest 

Canada's military needs to replace its aging fleet of CF-18 Hornets. In the past, Canada has chosen 
fighters based on interoperability with allied forces. Stealth and aerial refueling were priorities. 
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Concerns for pilot safety are influencing decisions to lean toward a less stealthy two engine fighter 
with less range and more easily spotted by opposition forces. A draft RFP is being prepared.  

 Background information about the project’s need 

o First CF-18 Hornet fighters were placed into service in October 1982. 

o Aging fleet has interoperability with the United States military fighters and other 
allied forces. 

o Stealth and aerial refueling capabilities have been crucial. 

 Potential risks and benefits 

o Survivability by a lone pilot in the northernmost regions of Canada in the case of 
emergency is a concern 

o Many potential problems that could cause engine failure 

o Planes with two engines and two seats have less range and less stealth 

o Second pilot could help with survival in the far north regions 

o Second engine in case of engine failure and the ability to limp back to safety 

o Financial position 

o Military priorities 

Have students discuss the risks and benefits to make a decision of to proceed with an RFP or not. 
Discuss the critical aspects of the RFP necessary to attract bidders to supply new planes if it is 
decided to create the RFP. 

Vignette B: To Outsource or Not to Outsource 

A fleet management department completed a number of projects to increase the productivity and 
decrease costs of operations. Consideration was given to outsourcing the parts room operations. 
The analysis and communication with stakeholders resulted in an RFP and vendor selection. Project 
monitoring revealed success with the project. 

 When Elizabeth Linck was hired as a manager for fleet operations 

o Everything was done manually. 

o Track 500 vehicles and pieces of equipment for all a town’s departments’—fire, 
police, public water, parks and recreation, education, and administration—repair, 
use, maintenance, and fueling.  

o An inventory of the parts room revealed over $300,000 of value. 

 Solution 

o Programs and systems for fleet maintenance, automated fueling, preventative care, 
and perpetual inventory were implemented as the first projects. 

o Other projects undertaken were purchasing hybrid vehicles, establishing car pools, 
constructing a truck washing facility, and complying with environmental rules and 
regulations. 

 Key objectives  

o Increased productivity for operations and technicians 

o Increased on demand availability of parts 

o Reduced downtime 

o Reduced paperwork 

o Improved monitoring 

o Reduced administration 

o Eliminated inventory and inventory control (especially obsolete parts) 

 The Implementation 

o Timelines for implementation and stakeholders were identified.  
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o The team created a communication plan to inform the employees, departments, 
town officials, and other stakeholders of the project objectives.  

o Details related to the physical inventory, change over, projections and actual costs, 
emergency coverage, and personnel were the highest concerns for the stakeholders 
and addressed within the costs and benefits analysis. 

o Analysis and communication with stakeholders 

 The Result 

o Thousands of labor hours redirected to core functions  

o Reduction of administrative paperwork 

Have students discuss why there was such success. What could have happened to cause the 
project to fail? 

2. Project Identification 

 The initiating phase of the project life cycle starts with recognizing a need, problem, or 
opportunity for which a project or projects will be identified to address the need. 

 Identified in various ways: 

o during an organization’s strategic planning, as part of its normal business 
operations, 

o in response to unexpected events,  

o or as a result of a group of individuals deciding to organize a project to address a 
particular need 

 It is important to clearly define the need. This may require gathering data about the need or 
opportunity to help determine whether it is worth pursuing. 

 Sometimes organizations identify several or many needs but have limited funds and people 
available to address all those needs. In such cases, the company must go through a 
decision-making process to prioritize and select those projects that will result in the greatest 
overall benefit. 

3. Project Selection 

 Project selection involves evaluating various needs or opportunities, and then deciding which 
of those should move forward as projects to be implemented.  

 The benefits and consequences, advantages and disadvantages, plusses and minuses of 
each opportunity need to be considered and evaluated. These factors can be quantitative 
and qualitative, tangible and intangible. Each person's decision will be a combination of 
quantitative evaluation and "gut" feelings based upon experience. 

 The steps in project selection are to: 

o Develop a set of criteria against which the opportunity will be evaluated. For 
example: 

 Alignment with company goals 

 Anticipated sales volume 

 Increase in market share 

 Establishment of new markets 

 Anticipated retail price 

 Investment required 

 Estimated manufacturing cost per unit 

 Technology development required 

 Return on investment 

 Human resources impact 
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 Public reaction 

 Competitors’ reaction 

 Expected time frame 

 Regulatory approval 

 Risks 

o List assumptions that will be used as the basis for each opportunity.  

 For example, if one opportunity is to build an on-site day care center for 
children and elderly relatives of company employees, one assumption might 
be that the company would be able to obtain a bank loan to build such a 
center. 

o Gather data and information for each opportunity to help ensure an intelligent 
decision regarding project selection.  

 For example, it may be necessary to gather some preliminary financial 
estimates associated with each opportunity, such as estimated revenue 
projections and implementation and operating costs.  

 In addition to gathering hard data, it may also be necessary to obtain other 
information such as responses from various stakeholders who would be 
affected by the opportunity. 

o Evaluate each opportunity against the criteria.  

  Once all the data and information has been collected, analyzed, and 
summarized for each opportunity, it should be given to all the individuals 
who are responsible for performing the evaluation. It is beneficial to have 
several individuals participating in the evaluation and selection decision in 
order to get various viewpoints.  

 Figure 2.1 depicts a project evaluation and selection form to 
evaluate three possible projects. Have students describe the 
positive and negatives of possible scenarios for a development 
project. 

4. Project Charter 

 Once a project has been selected, it is formally authorized using a project charter, 
sometimes called a project authorization or project initiation document. 

o Provides sponsor approval to go forward with the project and commits the funding 
for the project 

o Summarizes the key conditions and parameters for the project and establishes the 
framework for developing a detailed baseline plan for performing the project 

o Includes many of the following elements 

 Project title 

 Purpose 

 Description 

 Objective 

 Success criteria or expected benefits 

 Funding 

 Major deliverables 

 Acceptance criteria 

 Milestone schedule 

 Key assumptions 

 Constraints 
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 Major risks 

 Approval requirements 

 Project manager 

 Reporting requirements 

 Sponsor designee 

 Approval signature 

 Figure 2.2 depicts a project charter. The image here is only a 
section of the entire charter in the text. Have students review the 
parts of the project charter and comment on the completeness of 
the information and how it could be developed from the 
statements in an RFP and the evaluation criteria for the project. 

5. Preparing a Request for Proposal 

 If an organization does not have the expertise or staff capacity to plan and perform the 
project or major portions of the project, outsourcing the work to an external resource 
(contractor) is a choice. A request for proposals helps the organization decide which 
contractor to use. 

 The purpose of preparing a request for proposal is to state, comprehensively and in detail, 
what is required, from the customer’s point of view, to address the identified need.  

 A good RFP allows contractors or a project team to understand what the customer expects 
so that they can prepare a thorough proposal that will satisfy the customer’s requirements at 
a realistic price.  

 In many situations a formal RFP might not be prepared; instead, the need is communicated 
informally—and sometimes orally rather than in writing. This is often the case when the 
project will be implemented by a firm's internal staff rather than by an external contractor.  

 Following are some guidelines for drafting a formal request for proposal to external 
contractors: 

o The RFP must state the project objective or purpose, including any rational or 
background information that may be helpful to contractors so that they can prepare 
thorough and responsive proposals. 

o An RFP must provide a statement of work (SOW). An SOW deals with the scope of 
the project, outlining the tasks or work items the customer wants the contractor or 
project team to perform.  

o The RFP must include the customer requirements, which define specifications and 
attributes. Requirements cover size, quantity, color, weight, speed, performance, 
and other physical or operational parameters the contractor’s proposed solution 
must satisfy. The customer may also use these requirements as acceptance criteria.  

o The RFP should state what deliverables, or tangible items, the customer expects the 
contractor to provide. They can include periodic progress reports or a final report as 
well as a final product. 

o The RFP should state the acceptance criteria the customer will use to determine 
whether the project deliverables have been completed according to the customer’s 
requirements. 

o The RFP should list any customer-supplied items.  

o The RFP might state the approvals required by the customer.  

o Some RFPs mention the type of contract the customer intends to use. It could be 
fixed price, in which case the customer will pay the contractor a fixed amount 
regardless of how much the work actually costs the contractor. (The contractor 
accepts the risk of taking a loss.) Or the contract might be for time and materials. In 
this case, the customer will pay the contractor whatever the actual costs are. 
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o An RFP might state the payment terms the customer intends to use. The customer 
may specify progress payments or pay when the entire project is finished. 

o The RFP should state the required schedule for completion of the project and key 
milestones. It might state simply a required completion date or it might give a more 
detailed schedule. 

o The RFP should provide instructions for the format and content of the contractor 
proposals. Instructions might state the maximum number of pages, the number of 
details the customer wants the contractor to show regarding the costs, and other 
specifications. 

o The RFP should indicate the due date by which the customer expects potential 
contractors to submit proposals.  

o An RFP may include the evaluation criteria that will be used to evaluate proposals 
from competing contractors. Criteria might include the following:  

 the contractor’s experience with similar projects 

 the technical approach proposed by the contractor 

 the schedule 

 the costs 

o In rare cases an RFP will indicate the amount of money the customer has available 
to spend on the project. Contractors can then submit proposals appropriate to that 
level of funding. 

 Figure 2.3 depicts a request for proposal. The image 
here is a small section of the RFP in the text. Have 
students review the parts of the RFP and list any 
additional questions they would have. These are the 
types of questions that would be submitted in RFP 
clarification meetings. Have students suggest how 
they would respond to the RFP. 

6. Soliciting Proposals 

 Once the RFP has been prepared, the customer solicits proposals by notifying potential 
contractors that the RFP is available.  

o One way for customers to notify potential bidders is by identifying a selected group 
of contractors in advance and sending each of them a copy of the RFP.  

o Another approach to soliciting proposals is to advertise in certain business 
newspapers and on websites that the RFP is available. For example, federal 
government organizations advertise their RFPs in Commerce Business Daily. 

 Business customers and contractors consider the RFP/proposal process to be a competitive 
situation.  

o Customers should be careful not to provide to any of the contractors information that 
is not provided to all.  

o Business or government customers may hold a bidders’ meeting to explain the RFP 
and answer questions from interested contractors. 

 Not all project life cycles include the preparation of a written RFP. Some bypass the proposal 
steps and move right into planning and performing the project. 

 There are other projects in which requirements are not written down in a formal RFP but are 
communicated verbally to several providers or suppliers (contractors). 

 Although projects can be businesslike or informal, they all start with the identification of a 
need, problem, or opportunity. 
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7. Critical Success Factors 

 The need must be clearly defined before preparing a request for proposal (RFP). 

 When selecting a project from among several needs or opportunities, management should 
base the decision on which project will provide the greatest overall benefits compared to its 
costs and possible consequences. 

 Having a well-understood evaluation and selection process and a well-rounded committee 
will increase the chances of making the best project selection decision. 

 Establish quantitative project success criteria or expected benefits. 

 A good RFP allows contractors to understand what the customer expects so that they can 
prepare a thorough proposal that addresses the customer’s needs and requirements. 

 A request for proposal should include a statement of work, customer requirements, expected 
deliverables, and the criteria by which the customer will evaluate proposals. 

 An RFP should provide instructions for the format and content of contractor proposals so 
that the customer will be able to make a consistent and fair comparison and evaluation of all 
the proposals. 

 Customers must be careful not to provide information to only some of the contractors 
because it would give these contractors an unfair competitive advantage in preparing their 
proposals. 

8. Summary 

 The initiating phase of the project life cycle starts with recognizing a need, problem, or 
opportunity for which a project or projects are identified to address the need. 

 Sometimes organizations identify several or many needs but have limited funds and people 
available to pursue potential projects to address all of those needs. In such cases, the 
company must go through a decision-making process to prioritize and select those projects 
that will result in the greatest overall benefit. 

 Project selection involves evaluating potential projects and then deciding which of these 
should move forward to be implemented. 

 Once a project has been selected, it is formally authorized using a project charter, 
sometimes called a project authorization or project initiation document. 

 In some cases, an organization does not have the expertise or staff capacity to plan and 
perform the project or major portions of the project, and therefore decides to have the project 
done by an external resource (contractor) and prepares and RFP. 

 Once the RFP has been prepared, the customer solicits proposals by notifying potential 
contractors that the RFP is available. 

 Not all project life cycles include the preparation of a written request for proposal by a 
customer and subsequent submittal of proposals from contractors. Some endeavors move 
right from the initiating phase, where a project is identified and selected, into the planning 
and performing phases of the life cycle. 

Questions 

1. Why is it important to do a thorough and detailed job of needs identification? 

It is important to thoroughly study the problem or opportunity in order to develop a quality RFP and/or 
quality solution. If the need isn’t clearly defined, you can’t expect the proposed solutions to be clearly 
defined either. 

2. Describe a situation in your life in which you performed needs identification. 

Answers will vary from student to student but should contain a description of why the student 
identified the need, problem, or opportunity. 
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3. Why is it important to select the right project before you begin working? 

In reality too many projects are started that should never have been. It is wise to take the time to 
decide which plans to address identified needs, problems, or opportunities should go forward as a 
project before you start working. 

4. Describe how a business selects which projects to work on when there are numerous 
projects that could be done. 

A four-step process is recommended: 
1) Develop a set of criteria against which the opportunity will be evaluated.  
2) List assumptions that will be used as the basis for each project.  
3) Gather data and information for each project  
4) Evaluate each opportunity against the criteria.  

5. Which elements of a project charter would you use to help plan if you had a project that did 
not require a project charter? Why? 

Student responses will vary. Responses should include the elements of a project charter that 
describe the outcomes of the student's project with enough clarity for the contractor to deliver an 
approved product at the end of the project. 

6. Give examples of situations in which a business might develop a request for proposal. 

There are many possible answers to this question. Some examples might include an RFP for a new 
billing system, an RFP for a comprehensive management training program, an RFP for a new 
heating system for a major office building, etc. Responses should include a description of an activity 
that cannot be completed by the organization or is better completed by an external resource or 
contractor. 

7. Give examples of situations in which an individual might develop a request for proposal. 

There are many possible answers to this question. Some examples might include an RFP for a new 
in-ground pool, a new deck, or a new house. These may or may not be written. Responses should 
include a description of an activity that cannot be completed by the person or is better completed by 
an external resource or contractor. 

8. Why is it important for a business to try to quantify the expected benefits of implementing a 
solution to a problem? 

If a business did not do this in advance, it might find that the costs of the solution exceed the 
benefits. In addition, because most businesses have limited resources, they must prioritize their 
projects based on the expected benefits. 

9. What should be contained in a statement of work? 

A statement of work should define the scope of the project and outline the tasks or work items to be 
performed. The SOW should be very precise. 

10. What is meant by customer requirements? Why must they be precise? 

The RFP must include the customer requirements, which define specifications and attributes. 
Requirements cover size, quantity, color, weight, speed, performance, and other physical or 
operational parameters the contractor’s proposed solution must satisfy. 

 
These requirements must be very precise because this is what the contractor will use as a guideline 
as he or she develops the proposal and/or solution, and the customer may also use it as acceptance 
criteria for the project.  

11. Why would an RFP state the approvals that will be required during the project? Give some 
examples. 

It is important to state the approvals required during the project so the final solution matches what 
the customer expects. Examples include reviewing the design specifications for a house before 
construction begins, reviewing a prototype user interface for a new software system before coding 
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begins, etc. Student examples will vary and should include projects that have a level of complexity 
where changes as the project advances could result in high costs. 

12. Why would a customer give contractors instructions in the RFP to submit their proposals 
according to a standard format? 

This is done so all proposals have a standard form and are thus easier to evaluate. Otherwise, for 
example, one proposal might be 5 pages and another might be 50 pages. One might include 
technical specifications and another might not. 

13.  Develop an RFP for a real-world project such as landscaping the grounds surrounding a 
nearby business office, building a deck for your house, or holding a big graduation 
celebration. Be creative in specifying your needs. Feel free to come up with unique ideas for 
the RFP. 

Answers will vary from student to student. Responses should include the guideline elements as the 
elements are appropriate for the need, problem, or opportunity defined by the student. 

Internet Exercises 

The Internet Exercises can be a very valuable part of this course. You should assign these exercises to 
your students as homework or complete them with them in a computer lab. The Web exercises in this 
chapter involve investigating and evaluating a Request for Proposal found on the Web. Examination of 
RFPs found on the Internet could inform students about how to develop their own RFP and help to 
reinforce the elements of a clearly written RFP. 

Case Study # 1 A Midsize Pharmaceutical Company 

This case study involves an owner and Chief Executive Officer of a midsize global pharmaceutical 
company who states that profits for the year are expected to be $2,000,000 more than anticipated. She 
asks her three key managers to get together to develop a prioritized list of potential projects and then to 
meet with her to “sell” her on their ideas. A fourth manager also has some ideas for how to use this extra 
money.  

Answers to Case Questions 

1. How should Jennifer go about making her decision? 

She has identified an opportunity. She has $2,000,000 of unexpected profits that she would like 
reinvest in the company. In this case, she is soliciting proposals from her internal managers. She 
should state comprehensively, and in detail, what she expects in the proposals including several of 
those items discussed in this chapter (due date for proposals, format required, evaluation criteria to 
be used, etc.). In this case, the RFP may or may not be in written form. She should then evaluate 
each proposal submitted based on the stated criteria. 

2. What kind of additional data or information should she collect? 

Among other things, information on cost and benefits should be collected. Costs should include one-
time and on-going expenses. Additional data such as specific tasks and timeframes is also needed.  

3. What exactly should Jennifer require the others to submit in the way of proposals? 

Each proposal should include the cost and anticipated benefits of the project. At a minimum, it 
should also include the tasks to be performed, the resources used, and a schedule. 

4. What do you think Jennifer should do with the $2,000,000? In explaining your answer, 
address the concerns and positions of Julie, Tyler, Jeff, and Joe. 

At this point it is too early to tell. Jennifer must evaluate each of the proposals based on the 
established criteria and then select the proposal or proposals that provide the greatest benefit to the 
company. Responses should include a description of each person's position and additional 
information that Jennifer would need to evaluate their response. The responses should include why 
or why not Jennifer would fund the projects based upon the student's experiences and interpretation 
of the projects. 
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Group Activity 

This is an excellent way to stimulate class discussion and interest. Take a few minutes and have 
some students act it out in class. 

 Select five course participants to play the roles of Jennifer, Julie, Tyler, Jeff, and Joe. After 
Jennifer and Joe leave the room, have Julie, Tyler, and Jeff role-play (preferably in front of 
the remaining course participants) a meeting in which they discuss their proposed projects 
and develop a prioritized list to “sell” to Jennifer. 

 After Jennifer and Joe re-enter the room, have all five participants role-play (preferably in 
front of the class) a meeting with Jennifer in which Julie, Tyler, and Jeff try to sell her on the 
prioritized list of projects and Joe promotes his agenda. 

 Discuss what took place. What positions did the players take? How was the final decision 
made? What was the final decision? 

Case Study # 2 Transportation Improvements 

This case involves a large, mostly sparsely populated county that has a fairly mountainous terrain. 
Various road projects are being discussed. 

Answers to Case Questions 

1. What criteria should Zachary use to evaluate the projects? 

Various options can be used as discussed in this chapter. The criteria should be defined in advance 
of evaluating the projects. Encourage students to explain why they chose particular criteria to 
evaluate the projects. 

2. What assumptions should he make? 

Zachary has to make assumptions regarding the safety to the entrance outside of Big John’s 
superstore, the need to widen and repair Elk Mountain Road, and the condition of County Route 
1045 and the bridge. Each of Zachary's assumptions needs to be evaluated.  

3.  What data and information should he gather and how should he go about gathering the data 
and information? 

Surveys and various types of research methods could be used to gather data related to the 
assumptions in the case study. 

4. After he has evaluated each project against the evaluation criteria, how should he decide the 
priority of the three projects? 

This is a great opportunity to get the class to walk through the four-step project selection process. 
Split the class into groups and have the students compare the outcomes and suggestions developed 
in each group with the others. 

Group Activity 

Ask each course participant to individually answer the first case question. Then, divide the course 
participants into groups of three or four to discuss the case questions. Each group must select a 
spokesperson to present its answers to the entire class. 

Optional Supplemental Activities 

1. This is a good time to get your students to start reading some of PMI’s publications—either 
online or printed. These articles are typically very readable and might relate to something that 
interests your students. Have each student read one such article and prepare a one-page 
summary. If time permits, have each student discuss his or her article in class. 

2. Have students find a Request for Proposal on the Web and evaluate it against the guidelines in 
this book. 

3. Have a certified Project Management Professional make a presentation to the class and answer 
questions about the value of certification. 
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4. Show the class a copy of A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® 
Guide). Have students examine the sections on project integration management and project 
procurement management.  


